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When the emperor of Eveinia is murdered alongside his heir, the kingdom's twelve nations are

thrown into chaos. A fortnight later, a young woman wakes up with no memories, having been

unwittingly selected for an impossible missionÃ¢â‚¬â€•to track down the chosen successor from

each nation and appoint one as the emperor. If she fails, she may never be able to return to her old

life.But a dark order is emerging. Hunted by assassins and escorted by a stableboy, Lia sets out on

a journey to uncover the truth about who she is and why she was chosen.Her first target is Jade, the

beautiful but mischievous princess of Sperath. Disguised as her maidservant, Lia must navigate the

treacherous waters of the court, her daunting task, and a growing closeness with Jade. When

suspicious poisonings begin to plague the castle, itÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s up to Lia to find the culprit, or else

risk failing her missionÃ¢â‚¬â€•and losing Jade entirely.
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This novel is about a girl which no memory of who she was, but was divinely chosen to complete a

vital task in order to determine a new governing leader. I thought this book was immensly creative

and fun to explore. The main character is a bit skeptical at first and seems more interested in

regaining her memories, however she soon begins to fully accept and show determination for her



responsibilities. She needs to find several candidates for leadership, however this story only covers

how she interacts with the first. I'm not sure if that means that there will be a book for each

candidate (if so, then expect a long series), or if the other books will cover more candidates

together, especially since this first one seems to have given time to focus on the love interest. That

being said, note that there isn't much romance in this book, however the possibility is visibly

outlined. While that seems like a downer, I think it makes the story MUCH sweeter, authentic and

exciting to follow. I always enjoy more of a build up rather than the sudden intense passion of an

I-love-you-even-though-we-met-a-day-ago type of relationship.This story was invigorating and I'm

so excited to read a young adult novel following a woman who realizes she is a lesbian.

I gave this book five stars because I found it to be intriguing from beginning to end. Some of the

beginning was a bit slow for me but the pace and the plot starts to pick up more once Lia reaches

her destination. I like how more information about Lia and how she came into her situation is

revealed a little at a time and not all at once, it made the story more exciting. I would have liked for

there to be more of a development in the relationship between her and Jade but I feel lime that will

pick up in the next book. Overall I really liked this book and I'm looking forward to reading the next in

the series.

This a decent quest and adventure for a young girl to choose the next ruler of the kingdom....I do not

like the fact that neither she nor the world have memories of her existence, but her friends are

willing to work with her to find out if she wants.

This is another great book from Siera. It may be a different kind of story from her others, but the

writing and characters are as wonderful as always. I am excited to see how these characters

develop over time, and I am very intrigued to find out more about Tala and her role in the story. I'm

sure I won't be disappointed! :-)

It is not often I give anything 5 ÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚Å’Ã‚Å¸. But Siera did the amazing and pulled everything

together, and keep you guessing.

What a great start to a new series, I hope we don't have to wait to long for the next book!

Super engaging. The characters are all really likable and the plot is interesting. I finished it in an



afternoon, I am dying to see what comes next.

Started out a little slow but boy did it get better. Looking forward to the next book.
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